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Abstract: This paper reports on how two different flexible student grouping strategies in a 

mobile-assisted Chinese character learning game affect the players’ collaborative patterns. 

The game application assigns each student a Chinese character component on their 
smartphones. The students are required to form groups to assemble eligible Chinese characters 

using the components that the group members possess. Fifteen Primary 3 (3
rd

 grade) students 

were involved in the study. The game process data and the transcriptions of focus group 

interviews were qualitatively analyzed in order to investigate the dynamics of student 

collaboration and competition during the games. The study aims to explore the patterns of 

social interactions during the activities, especially the varied impacts of the two different 

grouping rules (allowing versus not allowing each student to join more than one group at one 

time) on the students’ game behaviors and their learning gains. 

Introduction 
Chinese has long been regarded as a tough language to learn. One major challenge to the learners is the 

logographic nature of Chinese characters (Shen, 2005; Wong, Chai, & Gao, 2011). Most Chinese characters are 

composite made up of multiple components that fit into the square space. The spatial configurations of these 
compositions usually follow about 15 different patterns (Zhang, 1987). Taking  as an example, there are 

many Chinese characters that fit the pattern, such as , , and so on. Psycholinguists stressed the importance 

of the awareness of part-whole relations and component knowledge in the processing of language (Taft & 

Chung, 1999). Therefore, certain studies favored the instructions on the structure and form of characters. 

Students are encouraged to figure out the associations using their creative thinking (W. M. Li, 1989). 

In turn, we developed a game-based learning approach on collaborative Chinese character formation, 

namely, “Chinese-PP” ( ). PP refers to or “Pīn yì Pīn” in Chinese, which roughly means 

“trial assembling”. In playing the game, the students are assigned smartphones in 1:1 (one-device-per-student) 
basis. In each game round, a set of Chinese character components is randomly assigned by the system server via 

3G connections to individual students. The students are required to recognize and compose eligible characters 

by grouping with their peers who have different components. This paper focuses on analyzing the social 

interactions, collaborative patterns and learning strategies that were emerged during several game playing 

sessions. In particular, we will discuss the different impacts of the two grouping rules (allowing or not allowing 

the players to join more than one group at a time) on the students’ emergent interactional patterns and learning 

strategies, and what are their implications to Chinese character learning.

Related Literature 

Chinese character learning 
Many studies emphasized the importance of Chinese character recognition (Allen, 2008). Research found that 

learners’ ability to recognize different components and identify their semantic, phonetic, and structural functions 

in a character is predictive of their reading and language proficiency (Fang, 1996). Li (1992) also found that the 
structure of a character is essential for the young learners to identify specific characters and to discriminate 

among different ones. Both studies pointed out that the cognitive aspect of recognizing a character lies on its 

contour and structure rather than its strokes, in a top-down order. In a related note, how strokes are composed 

into a component and how components are composed into a character follow certain orthographic rules. Indeed, 

teaching the structures of characters and simultaneously addressing the relationship between parts and wholes 

generate positive outcomes on character learning (Anderson, et al., 2002). When learners start to cultivate this 

orthographic awareness, which is a metalinguistic awareness, they also start the process of transforming their 

knowledge of characters from explicit to implicit (Jiang, 2006), from performance towards the competence. 
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Cooperative Learning and mCSCL 
Collaborative learning (or cooperative learning – both are different but overlapping learning models) is much 

more than competition and individualistic learning although does encompass some of these. The main difference 

is that in collaborative/cooperative learning students must learn how to “sink or swim together” (D. Johnson & 

Johnson, 1987). Johnson and Johnson (1994) identified eight main principles for cooperative learning. Here, we 

will elaborate only four of the principles which are arguably more tightly associated with our study: maximum 

peer interaction, equal opportunity to participate, individual accountability and positive interdependence. 

Positive interdependence exists when group members are linked with other group members in a way 

that they cannot succeed without each other. There are several ways of structuring it: devising a clear group goal 

(positive goal interdependence), rewarding the group if all members achieve a set criterion (positive reward), by 

combining distributed resources (positive resource interdependence) and by assigning complementary and 

interconnected group roles (positive role interdependence). 
Maximum peer interaction refers to the transformation of the normal classroom interaction pattern 

which is mainly sequential. Typical interaction pattern consists of the teacher talking, stopping in order to allow 

for student responses and evaluating students’ responses. Cooperative learning disrupts that pattern by 

transferring agency to the students who form groups working in parallel. Therefore, peer interaction is 

maximized with more students talking to each other at a time. 

Each student should have equal opportunity to participate in the activity. The activity design should not 

allow any student to dominate the activity and impede the participation of others. By receiving their portion of 

the task and being aware of their role(s), students should be able to fully demonstrate their abilities. In order to 

prevent social loafing (some group members “hitchhiking” the work of others), learning activities must come 

with sufficient individual accountability. That is, each student is held responsible by group mates for 

contributing his or her fair share to the group’s success.

Latest developments in the field of mobile Computer-supported Collaborative Learning (mCSCL) 

extend the idea of handheld technology mediated learning with the collaborative scaffolding in order to include 

both social and epistemic collaboration scripts encouraging small group participation (Nussbaum, et al., 2009). 

The design of collaborative scaffolding should encourage social interactions, facilitate joint problem solving, 

lead to richer knowledge construction and in the same time take into account different and emerging roles, joint 

group goals and actions and facilitate verbal explanations. 

Method 

Procedure 
We adopted the design research methodology (Brown, 1992) to carry out the Chinese-PP study. Fifteen Primary 

3 (3
rd

 grade, 9-year-old) students who were learning Chinese as second language in a primary school in 

Singapore participated in the empirical study. The intervention was comprised of six learning sessions 

conducted every fortnight, unless pre-empted by school exams or holidays. Specifically, the intervention aimed 

to progressively establish and enhance the students’ orthographic awareness. Each learning session consisted of 

three sections, namely, warm up (15 minutes), game playing (30 minutes), and recalling (15 minutes). 

(1) Pre-task: warm up 

Each of the warm-up section began with the teacher going through a quick revision of what was 

covered in the previous Chinese-PP sections. She then made a brief Powerpoint presentation to deliver new 

knowledge of Chinese character structure (orthographic knowledge). One example is “pictophonetic character”, 
which refers to a character that is comprised of a component indicating the pronunciation and another 

representing the semantics, e.g., (means “sunny”, pronounced as “qíng”), with (“sun”) hinting the 

semantic meaning or ‘picture’ of the character, while (similarly pronounced as “qīng”) indicating the 

pronunciation. The aim was to equip students with prerequisite knowledge for the subsequent game playing 

section. Since this paper focuses on the analysis of students’ game playing patterns and strategies, we will not 

present the details on the domain-specific curriculum design.

(2) Main-task: Chinese-PP game playing

Albeit taking place in a general classroom, we rearranged the furniture to set aside an empty space. We
encouraged the students to walk around, form and re-form ad-hoc physical clusters to ardently discuss with 

different peers so as to explore alternative possibilities of characters. The students played two 15-minute game 

rounds in different modes, namely, single-group mode (SGM) and multi-group mode (MGM). The teacher 

facilitated the game to ensure tighter linkage between activity and content (i.e., the knowledge of Chinese 

character structure covered in the warm up section). Typically, the teacher’s facilitation tasks included

controlling the game pace, hinting the students on-the-fly concerning possible groupings, verifying students’ 

groupings (the correctness of the formed characters), and determining when to terminate a round. 

(3) Post-task: Recall and reinforce all the characters composed during the game 
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After the game, the teacher facilitated a recalling activity where students were asked to relate the 

characters that they had composed during the game with the character structure knowledge that they learned in 

the present and past warm up sections (e.g., relating to ‘pictophonetic character’).

Design of game-based learning activities 
The Chinese-PP game approach can be characterized as a spontaneous, flexible grouping model as no fixed 

student group is pre-determined. Each student is equipped with a smartphone in which they can see what 

components they have and what the other classmates are assigned. The students will identify their partners in 

order to collaboratively compose the components into an eligible Chinese character. When one game advances 

to the next round, the existing groups are all disbanded and a new set of components are assigned to them. 

The setting and the devices used in the study consists of a projector, the 3G wireless connection, a 

laptop with the Chinese-PP teacher console being installed, and 15 smartphones installed with the client 

application of Chinese character recognition game. The facilitator prepared several sets of Chinese components 

that are equal to the number of participating students in advance. When a game round starts, the smartphone 

application displays all the components for a student to select and configure (spatially) in order to form a 

Chinese character (see the left of Figure 1). Upon submission of her composed character to the server, the other 

students who “own” the components that she has selected will receive the character on their “My Groups” 

windows as a proposal for grouping (see the right of Figure 1). However, the proposed student cannot take for 

granted that her peers will join her group as the other students might have also formed their own characters or 

receive other proposals. This is the point where she will need to negotiate with the peers to join her group. The 

students are free to move around in the classroom to discuss with different classmates. 

     
Figure 1. “My Character” interface (left), and “My Group” interface (right). 

A scoring scheme is applied in the game. Students earn and accumulate scores by forming eligible 

groups – 10 points for a 2-component character, 20 points for a 3-component character, 30 points for a 

4-component character, and so on (same score to be awarded to each member of the group). This is to encourage 

the students to form bigger eligible groups for identifying more complex characters. During the MGM, a student 

who joins more than one group will earn accumulated scores from all the groups carrying eligible characters. 
The system allows the teacher to tweak the game rule of whether to allow an individual student to form 

or join more than one group at a time (known as SGM and MGM respectively). Consider this scenario: a student, 

Sam, who is assigned the component (“sun”) submits a character (“but”) to Rita who owns the 

component (“person”) and Lisa who owns the component (“one”). At the same time, John who owns the 

component (“moon”) proposes (“bright”) and invites Sam to join him. If such a scenario takes place in 

SGM, Sam will have to choose between the two options; e.g., if he joins the “ ” group and rejects the “ ”

group, he will win 20 points; or 10 points if he chooses otherwise. If it takes place in MGM instead, Sam may

join both. In turn, he will earn 20 points for composing “ ” plus 10 points for composing “ ” respectively (see

Figure 1). During our empirical study, the teacher alternated between the two modes across different game 

rounds in order to experiment their impacts on the students’ collaborative patterns and game strategies.

Figure 2 depicts an instance in the middle of the game where the teacher made use of the projected 
teacher console UI to explain and give just-in-time feedback to the characters (which may consist of correct or 
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incorrect ones) formed by the students. Moreover, the students can refer to the characters composed by other 

students and the scores they win (see Figure 2) in the teacher console. 

Data collection 
In order to relate the participating students’ game behaviors and their academic performances in the formal 

Chinese class in our data analysis, we ranked the 15 students based on their academic results of the subject and 

divided them into three bands – the top-5 students are known as high achievement (HA) students, the next 5 are 

medium achievement (MA) students, and the last 5 are low achievement (LA) students. 

Figure 2. The interface of teacher console projected i the large screen. 

Throughout the interventions, we carried out video and audio recording, and took field notes of all the 

games to document the students’ game behaviors and collaborative patterns. The software logs of the students’ 

interactions and the automated screen captures of the teacher console during the phone games were also used for 

triangulation with the recorded material. By the end of the sixth session, we conducted a focus group interview 

with six students (including two randomly chosen HA students, two MA students and two LA students) to 

triangulate our game process analysis and probe them on the reasons behind their game habits. 

In this paper, we concentrate on analyzing the student-student interactions during the last three 

Chinese-PP sessions. The reason is that whereas the participating students had been more reliant on the teacher 

in the first three sessions, the teacher’s persistent strategy of advising the students to discuss with their peers had 

instead been progressively transforming the students’ help seeking behaviors. They became more independent 

and were willing to help each other, thus achieving effective peer interactions towards the last three sessions 
while the teacher-student interactions were fading out. Due to the space limit, we decide to focus on making 

sense of how the more frequent peer interactions had led to improved learning outcomes. 

We followed a coding procedure similar to that of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) on the 

collected data. This allows us to see new light from the collected data rather than conforming to existing theories. 

Due to the space limit, we will not present the detailed analysis but only provide a synoptic view of our findings 

in the next section. All the student names reported hereafter are pseudonyms to protect their identity. 

Findings 
The students exhibited high energy level during the last three Chinese-PP sessions. They walked around and 

carried out quick discussions on what would be viable in forming eligible characters. The dynamic grouping 

strategy enabled by mobile information exchange and face-to-face interactions had motivated them in game 

playing. In this section, we will present our findings in four themes, identified through our qualitative analysis, 

namely, “overall patterns of individual game rounds”, “initial character forming and invitation for grouping”, 

“impacts of SGM and MGM on students’ game playing patterns”, and “competition versus collaboration”.
Hereafter, we refer to students who figured out Chinese characters and sent group invitations as 

‘student-leaders’, while those who were invited to join a group as invitees. Due to the flexible grouping nature 

of the game, an individual student might rapidly switch her role and even assume both roles at the same time. 

For example, during a game round, a student might send out an invitation and then realizes that she is also 

invited by two other groups – it is up to her to decide whether she wants to stick to her own proposed group or 

join another group (in SGM), or join more than one group (in MGM).

Overall Patterns of Individual Game Rounds 
We observed a consistent pattern in the last three game sessions. In the beginning of each round, instead of 

going straight to peer interactions, they took their time to assemble characters individually on their phones, as 
though they were playing a one-player game. The trial-composing stage usually lasted about two minutes where 
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they stood or sat still at their original positions. Subsequently, as invitations were sent out one after another,

they began to move around with their phone and look for their potential group-mates (who had the components 

that they needed) to discuss about the proposed characters, and perhaps switching between different clusters of 

peers to explore other possibilities. Occasionally, they approached HA peers to ask for quick advices even 

though they did not intend to form a group together. They remained active till the end of the game round. 

Initiating Character Forming and Invitation for Grouping 
We cross-examined the invitation data in the server log and the inviters’ academic achievements and yielded the 

descriptive statistics in the last two Chinese-PP sessions, where the accumulated frequencies of HA, MA, and 

LA students (n = 5, respectively) in proposing eligible characters were 18, 21 and 11 respectively. The figures 

show that the HA students did not dominate the games. The MA/LA students had also made their share of 

contributions. We traced back to the data in the first three sessions and found that although HA students tended 

to be more proactive in these earlier sessions, the MA/LA students were not left alone. The HA students often 

invited them to join their groups as the MA/LA students were assigned the components that the HA students 

needed. In inviting the MA/LA students, the HA students needed to explain to them on the formed characters 

and the orthographic knowledge. Such emergent peer coaching seemed to have elevated the MA/LA students’ 

competencies and self-efficacy. Thus, the gaps between the HA and MA/LA students were gradually narrowed.  

Impacts of SGM and MGM on Students’ Game-playing Patterns 
A finer-grained analysis of the intra- and inter-group interactions has shed light on the varied game playing 

patterns of the students in playing SGM and MGM games. During the MGM games, the students were more 
motivated to trial composing alternative characters. They did not mind composing either a simple or complex 

character to start with; and the time they spent in working out and submitting their first characters tended to be 

shorter. Conversely, during the SGM, they were more inclined to deliberately composing the most complex 

Chinese character possible in one shot, and then giving up exploring other possibilities in composing alternative 

characters with their own components. In turn, they often took more time to form their first characters. Even 

though the game mechanism did allow them to disband their submitted group if they change their mind, they 

were in general not keen to do so but rather stick to their first (and only) formed characters throughout the game 

round. It was observed that there were more discussions but fewer characters were formed and submitted. 

Indeed, we discovered several emergent game patterns or strategies that were specific to either game 

mode. For example, during the SGM games, the students often delayed their decision or commitment in joining 

one group that they were invited to – they wanted to spend more time in exploring other possibilities of forming 

more complex characters and earn higher scores. Instead, during the MGM games, members of a particular

confirmed group might proceed to explore more character forming opportunities with one or a combination of 

the strategies as shown in Table 1. We did not teach them the strategies but they figured out these by themselves,

perhaps as part of their socio-constructivist process, in internalizing the Chinese character knowledge that they 

learned from their teacher. We characterize the first three strategies as basic ones. The last two are derived from 

the basic strategies, which often involve more sophisticated student-student interactions. 

Table 1: Student strategies for figuring out alternative characters during the Chinese-PP games

Strategy Description Example

Expansion To add component(s) owned by non-group member(s) in order to 

form a more complex character
→ 

Reduction To remove one or more components in order to form a simpler 

character
→ 

Replacement To replace one or more components of the group character in 

order to form another group with another similar character
→ 

Splitting To split a character into multiple components or component sets, 
each forming new characters with other component(s) 

respectively

Splitting into components and

, and form and respectively 

(i.e., double replacements)

Reassembling To take one or more components from at least two characters and 
form a new character

Taking from , from , and 

from ; and form 

Thus, we observed a sequence of component manipulations in each MGM game round. During the first 

three Chinese-PP sessions, the students tended to be content in figuring out simple two- or three-component 

characters, and occasionally moving on to the possibility of replacing or adding one component to form another 

character. However, as they developed the “skill” of composing the most complex character possible in one shot 

during the SGM game rounds, they often transferred such a strategy to the MGM game rounds in the last three 

Chinese-PP sessions and extended it into a “top-down”, character reduction approach. 
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We take two instances of character compositions in session 4 as an example. During the SGM game,

four students formed a group and submitted the character (“fortune”). They earned 30 points each and just 

stopped there. However, when they proceeded to play in the MGM game, two of the four students formed the 

five-component Chinese character (“caution”) with three other peers. They then took one component out 

each time and subsequently formed (“respect”), (“thoughtless”) and (“sentence”) (see Figure 3). 

Should they construct the character during the SGM mode instead, they might not bother to carry on with 

further reductions of the character as that would not increase their scores.

Figure 3. An example of students in multi-group mode composing a character in a top-down way. 

Apart from sticking to the reduction strategy, the students were getting more adept in applying multiple 

strategies to construct more alternative characters towards the last two Chinese-PP sessions. Such character 

altering sequences could be re-presented in the form of tree structure. Figure 4 depicts an example of a sequence 

occurred during Chinese-PP session 5. It started with two students grouping together to form the character 

(“pile”; with the components and ) and earn 10 points each. They then split up and grouped with two 

different peers to form (“push”) and (“rubbish”) respectively (splitting). Subsequently, three other 

students who formed the character (“borrow”) deployed the splitting strategy again to compose

(“wrong”) and (“location”; to the students who formed , transforming to was actually the application 

of the replacement strategy instead). They then simplified and yielded (“in the past”) (reduction).

In a nutshell, during the SGM games, as the invited students tended to spend more time to consider 
whether to join a proposed group, the student-leader of the proposed group often approached individual invitees 

or brought the potential group members together for a persuasion. During the MGM games, however, students 

often committed to a group faster. Members of the confirmed group usually proceeded to discuss within the 

group about various ways of altering the formed character. They did so by applying the strategies stated in Table 

1, which would lead to forming new groups with different groups of members.  

Competition versus Collaboration 
During the Chinese-PP sessions, we observed both the competitive and 

collaborative behaviors displayed by the students. The scoring mechanism worked 

well in motivating the students to strive for composing greater amount of characters 

(usually in MGM games), or more complex characters (usually in SGM games). 

The teacher console offered the affordances of automated, ‘live’ updates of student 

scores and their rankings. Most of the students were checking their scores and 

rankings from time to time during the game rounds. When they found out that they 

were lagging behind other peers, they tried harder to improve the situation. In a 

related note, some of the students initially found multiple invitations at a time 

irritating, as they felt that those had given them a hard time in decision making. 
Nonetheless, they became excited when they realized that their scores might be 

elevated as a result – they would either be able to choose the most complex 

character during a SGM game, or join multiple groups during a MGM game. 

 Much to our surprise, such a competitive mindset had neither hindered

student collaborations nor distracted them from assisting their peers who needed 

helps. Most of the students, when being requested for advices to confirm or alter 

specific characters by their peers who belonged to different groups, they offered their help without reservation. 

Two HA students, Wendy and Nathan, often took the initiative to assist other groups in their game playing after 

they had formed their own groups respectively. In particular, Wendy paid special attentions to her peers who 

had yet to identify any character or being invited to join any group. Subsequently, their peers became more 

inclined to seek for their assistance. We learned from the focus group interview that the reason behind this was 

their self-esteem in bringing the best out of themselves in the process of helping others. The social relationships 

among the students did not play a prominent part in their groupings. For example, they used to exhibit 

gender-shy behaviors during the first two Chinese-PP sessions. However, towards the last few sessions, they 

seemed to ignore the social factors (gender or personal affiliation) and instead focused on optimizing their 

groupings during the games. Notwithstanding in a few rare occasions during the SGM games, some students 

opted to join a group with a simpler character being proposed. They did so for the reason of their personal 
affiliation with certain potential group member (especially if the latter was a ‘left-out’ student, i.e., no other 

grouping option yet), despite having the chance to join another group to form a more complex character.  

Figure 4. A character 

altering sequence 

during session 5
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Discussion 
The flexible, rapidly altered grouping model of Chinese-PP is a novel approach in mobile gaming. A similar 

mobile learning approach is participatory simulation; though it usually does not reinforce explicit student 

grouping. Even the more general CSCL studies have been focusing on fixed, often pre-determined student 

groupings (such as the mCSCL approach reported by Zurita & Nussbaum (2004)), perhaps for easier 

classroom/learning management by the facilitators or more robust executions of collaboration scripts. 

In designing Chinese-PP, we intended to leverage emergent peer scaffolding to keep the learning 

activities going (related to the principle of maximum peer interactions in Johnson & Johnson’s (1994) model of 

cooperative learning). Each student possesses a piece of resource (a character component) and assumes full 

control on it (corresponding to the principles of individual accountability and positive resource 

interdependence). Nevertheless, in order to achieve the game goal (the principle of positive goal 

interdependence) of forming characters with the rest of the available resources (the 14 components possessed by 

other students), she will not only need to draw upon her own Chinese character knowledge but also her social 

skills to negotiate with her peers on group forming (reinforcing the principles of equal opportunity to participate

and maximum peer interactions). In the process, she might be persuaded to join another group instead, and in 

turn learn from the latter in case the proposed character is unfamiliar to her. One important evidence of effective 
collaborations in the Chinese-PP games is that towards the last three sessions, there was no significant 

difference in the accumulated frequencies of “student-leadership” (i.e., proposals of eligible characters) among 

the HA, MA and LA students. It was no longer important that students in which band had earned more scores or 

how many groups had been successfully formed. It was the process of collaborations and peer coaching, which 

had led to learning gains and improvement in collaborative spirits and skills, that counted. 

Indeed, we observed a healthy balance of competition and collaboration among the students throughout 

the last three Chinese-PP sessions. When they were engaged in the games, they had the clear goal of forming 

complex characters in order to improve their scores and rankings. However, they usually would not hesitate to 

help their peers who did not belong to their groups even though that would bring the latter some competitive 

advantage. They did so for the sake of self-esteem and game-induced enjoyment in figuring out more characters. 

During the Chinese-PP games, we set aside some space in the classroom and allowed the students to 

move around with their phones to discuss with different individuals or clusters of peers. This is the power of 

mobility – for both the devices and the students – that resulted in a greater diversity in the students’ explorations 

of alternative solutions (the submitted characters). In particular, we facilitated two student-student interactional 

modes in the game, namely, technology mediated interactions (sending invitations and the visualization of the 

proposed characters) and face-to-face interactions (negotiation of group forming, peer coaching and discussions 

on the alterations of the characters). We observed that both interactional modes had been complementing each 
other so well that the students found no trouble in rapidly and smoothly switching between them. 

Perhaps the most inspiring discovery is the variation of the game-playing patterns/strategies emerged 

during the SGM and MGM game rounds. The students adapted themselves well in playing Chinese-PP games in 

both modes by figuring out different sets of strategies to maximize their winning chances. In the SGM games, 

they spent more time in composing the most complex characters possible in one shot; in the MGM games, they 

worked faster and more rapidly in composing and altering characters. Again, the two modes seemed to 

complement each other as students who engaged in both modes were able to develop both types of skills.

Occasionally, they transferred the skill picked up during the SGM games to MGM games, and vice-versa. 

From Chinese character learning’s point of view, the students had also demonstrated their orthographic 

awareness (Jiang, 2006) through their character alteration activities. Take Figure 4 as an example, we found that 

all the strategies they collaboratively used follow the orthographic rules of composing characters from different 

types of components. For instance, when they split into and , and reassembled them with and 

to form new characters and , not only did they need to know that the semantic components and 

can only be placed on the left side, they also needed to know that the phonetic components and cannot 

be placed on the right side, according to the orthographic rule for pictophonetic characters. The group that 

formed , a three-component character, needed to have the knowledge that component 2 and component 3 

must be structured this way, with placed on the bottom, not at the top. Finally, it was not by chance that they 

reduced to , not to , as they must know that can only be place on the left side.

This Chinese-PP game applies the object teaching via graphics, embedding the fundamental orthographic 

theory and rules in hands-on practice through collaborative learning, therefore enabling learners to implicitly 

grasp the concepts and rules of character structure through trial and practice (Sun, 2006; Wong, Boticki, Sun, & 

Looi, 2011). The flexible grouping model further encourages learners to contrast, associate, and discriminate 

different components in order to generate more eligible characters. Paired with a sound pedagogical design, this 

type of learning approach can effectively raise learners’ awareness of the principles of character structure and 
use this logical comprehension to learn characters in a more active and autonomous fashion.  
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Conclusions 
We have unpacked the emergent game playing patterns and strategies exhibited by the students during the 

Chinese-PP activities in our study. We discovered significant patterns in individual game rounds, spontaneous 

student grouping, the balancing of competition and collaboration, as well as the varied impacts between SGM 

and MGM to the students’ socio-cognitive patterns. All these patterns are pointing to the achievement of the 

desired learning outcomes of the earning approach – to establish the students’ orthographic awareness in 

Chinese characters. The novel flexible grouping feature, the mobility of both the smartphones and the students 

in the game, the joyfulness of game playing, and individual students’ self-esteem in both winning the game and 

assisting their peers are some of the critical success factors for the students’ commendable performances in the 

games. In the future, we plan to analyze the full set of qualitative data (i.e., the game playing process data in 

session 1-6) in lower level details to trace and uncover the transformations of the students in both 

socio-cognitive (the establishment of the orthographic awareness) and socio-constructivist (the improvement of 

game playing through emergent strategies) aspects. We will perform the analysis in both the lenses of CSCL and 

second language acquisition theories. In doing so, we hope to achieve better understanding in the general nature 

of such a flexible grouping model and how it may be applied to the learning of other subject domains. 

Furthermore, we will extract more conducive interactional patterns and game strategies, and incorporate them 
into our refined pedagogy in order to make future Chinese-PP players to become better learners and gamers. 
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